RECognizing our Place in History

June 14, 2013

2009
- Two new Board Members join: Ed Taylor and John Carson
- Recognize the feature of the month: Patient Safety

February 2010
- Letter from the CEO to Shareholders

April 2010
- Annual Member Meeting

February 2011
- Letter from the CEO to Shareholders

December 2010
- Recognize the Hospital of the Month: St. Vincent

October 2011
- Letter from the CEO to Shareholders

April 2012
- Risk of Heart attack report released

May 29, 2012
- Hazard Consultants

January 27, 2013
- Meeting with Marc Taliaferro Tzeca

February 1, 2013
- Meeting with Sameer Kadiwh, MD

April 2013
- Lead with our Values

December 16, 2011
- Recognize the Hospital of the Month: St. Joseph

January 2012
- Letter from the CEO to Shareholders

November 2011
- Letter from the CEO to Shareholders

Recommended that we send our request to Mary Lee Wong. Letter was sent April 25, 2011.
RECogning our Place in History

An overview of what we have done in the last 9 years
2004: Initial Pilot of R/TR0 Applications

30 applications received for the pilot project

- designed to set TRO members apart
- requires documentation of credentials
- one time fee to further certification
- interim step that was designed for certification eligibility
- a meaningful certification until "made in Ontario" exam developed
2005 Consultant Hired

Jon Pascoe

Consultant who assisted Alberta in their journey to regulation. Was hired to examine what TRO would need to do to become regulated.
2007: Vote by TRO Membership

Members vote for "Made in Ontario" certification process

-rejected NCTRC and certification and move directly towards regulation through RHPA
2009

166 R/TRO member to date
172 R/TRO applications submitted prior to deadline

R/TRO Criteria Tightened

- education criteria changed to include more RT courses and general recreation courses
- accommodation made for CTRS members: reduced fee for R/TRO with proof of professional contribution credits
- revised R/TRO education point system
- PCC process for TRO conference in place
- PCC process under development for non-TRO sponsored events
- continuing competency program in development
February 2010
Letter of Intention to Apply for Regulation under RHPA sent to the Minister of Health

April 2010
Letter received from Minister of Health

Our request has been added to the others and will be considered by the Minister after 2013
December 2010

RHPA Changes

Meeting requested by TRO with HPRAC, Don Embuldenlya
what are these changes?

2 ways to be considered for RHPA

- Minster asks RHPA to investigate
- a profession requests referral to HPRAC through the Minister

Application includes 9 criterion

- first criterion, risk of harm, must be met prior to looking at the other 8 criterion
April 2011

Letter sent to Office of Health Professions Regulatory Policy and Programs Branch Health Human Resources Strategy Division

Recommended that we send our request to Marilyn Wang. Letter was sent April 28, 2011.
October 11, 2011

Email sent to Regulatory Projects on how to proceed

November 2011

Email sent to Monica Testa-Zanin

- asking for advice, as she assisted Kinesiologists with their application
December 14, 2011

Email sent to Tim Blakely, Legislative and Regulatory Projects Unit Health Professions Regulatory Policy and Programs Branch, MoHLTC

January 2012

Meeting with Tim Blakely

- presently no appetite to regulate more professions
- need to be able to afford to sustain a college
- need a clear scope of practice and entry to practice
January 27, 2012

Meeting with Monica Testa-Zanin

- need proof we are an important part of healthcare
- where can we find RT at the healthcare table?
- having both RT and RTA may increase our numbers

February 1, 2012

Meeting with Laura Niles, HPRAC
April 2012
Risk of Harm criterion report complete

May 29, 2012
Hired Consultants

Caroline Pinto, Counsel Public Affairs
Monica Testa-Zanin
Changing the Conversation

Report received from Consultants

- leads us to our new strategic plan